Information Brochure 2017-18

For Admission in Institutional Quota

And

Vacant Seats After CAP

First Year Engineering Admission
INSTITUTIONAL SEATS

- The Institution will surrender number of seats to be filled up through CAP process. Maximum limit will be 12 seats for Computer, 12 seats for Information Technology and 24th seats for Electronic & Telecommunication.

- The intuition has got freedom of not surrounding any seats for the CAP process. In this case Institution conducts admission process to fill up institutional quota.

- The admission process is carried out as per Government of Maharashtra, State Common Entrance Test Cell- Information Brochure every year.

- For details of admission process the interested candidate should visit Institute website- http://coewpune@bharatividyapeeth.edu

[Signature]

PRINCIPAL
Bharati Vidyapeeth's
College of Engineering for Women
Katraj, Dhankawadi, Pune-43
VACANT SEATS AFTER CAP

- The Institute is permitted to admit students in first year engineering to fill up the vacant seats after CAP.
- The admission process to fill up vacant seats after CAP is carried out as per the Government of Maharashtra, State Common Entrance Test Cell- Information Brochure every year.
- For details of admission process the interested candidate should visit Institute website- http://coewpune@bharatividyapeeth.edu

[Signature]

PRINCIPAL
Bharati Vidyapeeth's
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FEES STRUCTURE

- The Institute fee for First year is Rs. 92,906/-

- Any additional fees if revised by the Fee Regulating Authority Govt. of Maharashtra should be paid for the corresponding academic year.
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